Good boy
Permission to have a pet
in your rental home

Permission to
have a pet
Harris Real Estate reminds you that pets
are not permitted at the property unless
expressly agreed by the landlord.
If allowed, please consider the following
important information.

Animal Hair

Damage

Some people are also allergic to cat hair. Tenants moving
into properties may have severe allergic reactions should
cat hair be present inside the property. This may result
in legal action against the landlord, and as you may
understand, we can only forward such action to the tenant
that allowed their pet access to the property.

Animal Hygiene

Pet hair in-ground into the carpet will not be removed
successfully by steam cleaning as moisture allows the hair
to stick to the fibres of the carpet. Lengthy professional
vacuuming will only do this job successfully. The carpets
may have to be professionally treated to remove the pet hair
– this is charged at full cost to the tenant.

Animal Urine

Animal urine can be very acidic and can damage the pile
of carpet – particularly in cats and young animals. This
can result in compensation being charged and in some
cases, full replacement of carpets. Urine may even stain the
carpet permanently. Stains can result in compensation or in
extreme cases full replacement of the carpet. It is very hard
to remove pet smells and professional deodorising may also
be necessary. Damage caused by urine and staining will be
charged to the tenant. Full cost to replace carpets may also
be charged if the situation is serious enough.

Damaged/clawed flyscreens and carpets, chewed woodwork
and clawed doors and doorways is common when tenants
allow their pets inside access. Cats can also claw and climb
curtains damaging them in the process. If the item cannot
be successfully repaired, it will need to be replaced. This is
charged to the tenant IN FULL. The costs here can be quite
substantial and charges of hundreds of dollars are
not uncommon.

As pets are not washed as frequently as people, allowing
pets to come inside, particularly if washing is infrequent
OR NOT AT ALL is only inviting problems that will cause
problems at the final vacating inspection.

Fleas

Fleas coming from a pet can quickly infest the carpet, also
laying eggs. Further professional fumigation is required to
this situation. This is charged to the tenant.
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